Elementary Level
SOUTH CAROLINA
Calendar of Program Offerings
2021-2022

Discovery and Planetarium Programs are **NOT** offered every month. Please see the calendar below along with program descriptions for **MONTHLY** offerings. When planning your visit, please select programs offered in the **same month**.

2021-2022 South Carolina Elementary Level Student Programs Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KINDERGARTEN</th>
<th>FIRST GRADE</th>
<th>SECOND GRADE</th>
<th>THIRD GRADE</th>
<th>FOURTH GRADE</th>
<th>FIFTH GRADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SEPTEMBER | *One World, One Sky Kid Pix
Sun & Shadows | *The Weather
Animals with Backbones
Magnets & Motions
Push Me, Pull Me | *EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) | *Two Sm. Pieces of Glass
Or Who Discovered America?
Do You See, What I See?
Sound-sational | *EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) |
| OCTOBER | *One World, One Sky Kid Pix
Sun & Shadows | *The Weather
Animals with Backbones
Magnets & Motions
Push Me, Pull Me | *EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) | *Two Sm. Pieces of Glass
Or Who Discovered America?
Do You See, What I See?
Sound-sational | *EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) |
| NOVEMBER | *The Weather
Animals with Backbones
Magnets & Motions
Push Me, Pull Me | *Magic Treehouse
Kinesthetic Astronomy
Lunar Design Challenge | *Habitat Earth
Marvelous Minerals
Merry Measuring
Planet Earth Rocks | *Defying Gravity
Polygon Puzzle
Ravenous Raptors
Under the Sea |
| DECEMBER | *In My Backyard
Exploring Our Senses
Insect Inspectors | *Habitat Earth
Marvelous Minerals
Merry Measuring
Planet Earth Rocks | *Magic Treehouse
Kinesthetic Astronomy
Lunar Design Challenge | *Defying Gravity
Polygon Puzzle
Ravenous Raptors
Under the Sea | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures |
| JANUARY | *In My Backyard
Exploring Our Senses
Insect Inspectors | *Habitat Earth
Marvelous Minerals
Merry Measuring
Planet Earth Rocks | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures |
| FEBRUARY | *One World, One Sky
Dig In!
Plantastic
Recycling Resources | *Habitat Earth
Circuit City
Multiplication Madness
Owls: Wise Guise | *Magic Treehouse
Introduction to Coding
Vertebrate Taxonomy
Walk Across Solar System | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures |
| MARCH | *One World, One Sky
Dig In!
Plantastic
Recycling Resources | *Habitat Earth
Circuit City
Multiplication Madness
Owls: Wise Guise | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures | *Defying Gravity
CSI: Solutions
Simple Machines
Variable Ventures |
| APRIL | *In My Backyard
All Sorts of Sorting
Turtle Talk | *One World, One Sky
Dig In!
Plantastic
Recycling Resources | *The Weather
Staying Alive!
What’s the Matter?
EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) | *Magic Treehouse
Introduction to Coding
Vertebrate Taxonomy
Walk Across Solar System | *EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) |
| MAY | *In My Backyard
All Sorts of Sorting
Turtle Talk | *One World, One Sky
Dig In!
Plantastic
Recycling Resources | *The Weather
Staying Alive!
What’s the Matter?
EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) | *EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) | *EcoHike in Hitchcock
Woods (2 hour guided hike) |

* Indicates a Planetarium Program (you may only select ONE planetarium show per visit)
** Indicates an Ecohike (these hikes are a stand alone program offered off-site at Hitchcock Woods)
Discovery and Planetarium Programs are **NOT** offered every month. Please see the calendar below along with program descriptions for **MONTHLY** offerings. When planning your visit, please select programs offered in the **same month**.

### 2021-2022 South Carolina Upper Level Student Programs Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>SIXTH GRADE</strong></th>
<th><strong>SEVENTH GRADE</strong></th>
<th><strong>EIGHTH GRADE</strong></th>
<th><strong>HIGH SCHOOL</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SEPTEMBER | *Sunstruck  
Animal Adaptations  
Energy Transformations* | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | *Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)* | *Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)* |
| OCTOBER | *Sunstruck  
Animal Adaptations  
Energy Transformations* | *Grossology and You  
Center of the Atom  
Meet the Elements  
Radioecology* | *Cosmic Colors  
Minerals, Ores & Fossil Fuels  
Radioecology  
Rockin’ & Rollin’* | *Sunstruck  
Center of the Atom  
Probing Periodic Table  
Radioecology* |
| NOVEMBER | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | *Grossology and You  
Center of the Atom  
Meet the Elements* | *Cosmic Colors  
Lunar Design Challenge  
Minerals, Ores & Fossil Fuels  
Rockin’ and Rollin’* | *Sunstruck  
Lunar Design Challenge  
Seafloor Surveys* |
| DECEMBER |                                                                 | *Grossology and You  
Are You Dense?  
Changes Matter  
Ravenous Raptors* | *Cosmic Colors  
Force & Motion  
Kinesthetic Astronomy* | *Sunstruck  
Center of the Atom  
Changes Matter* |
| JANUARY | *Seven Wonders  
Hiker  
Weather and Climate* | *Grossology and You  
Are You Dense?  
Changes Matter  
Ravenous Raptors* | *Cosmic Colors  
Lunar Design Challenge  
Seafloor Surveys* | *Sunstruck  
Lunar Design Challenge* |
| FEBRUARY | *Seven Wonders  
Hiker  
Weather and Climate* | *Grossology and You  
Are You Dense?  
Changes Matter  
Ravenous Raptors* | *Cosmic Colors  
Force & Motion  
Kinesthetic Astronomy* | *Sunstruck  
Center of the Atom  
Changes Matter* |
| MARCH | *Seven Wonders  
Hiker  
Weather and Climate* | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | *Cosmic Colors  
Force & Motion  
Kinesthetic Astronomy* | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** |
| APRIL | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** |
| MAY | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** | **Ecohike in Hitchcock Woods  
(2 hour guided hike)** |

* Indicates a Planetarium Program (you may only select **ONE** planetarium show per visit)
** Indicates an Ecohike (these hikes are a stand alone program offered off-site at Hitchcock Woods)